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Planning, developing and evaluating a piece of instruction 
By Sharon Maguire, June 2008 

 
This is an instructional plan for a unit of competency from the ICA05 Information 

Technology [IT] Training Package, ICAU1128B Operate a Personal Computer.  The plan 

incorporates the major Instructional Design [ID] considerations and evaluation strategies, 

along with justifications of my design rationale and decisions made in context of my ID plan. 

 

    I will begin by drawing on the design model proposed by Smith and Ragan (2005), 

modifying where needed and utilising aspects of other Instructional Design [ID] models and 

principles to create my own eclectic working framework to suit the context.  ID begins as a 

problem solving process directed by needs, and as such the planning process must begin with 

analysis informed by the context itself.  The first component of the analysis stage, in the 

Smith and Ragan model (2005), is a ‘needs assessment’, before which I believe it would be 

most useful to commence with some historical background information and a broad overview 

of the intended learning environment itself. 

 

 In the past I have delivered units from the ICA05 IT Training Package in a face-to-

face classroom environment.  I currently have several students studying flexibly from home 

using classroom based resources.  Therefore my ID plan will be formulated for an online 

learning environment as I would like to offer e-learning to those that cannot attend traditional 

classes.  The first unit I will be delivering online is ICAU1128A Operate a Personal 

Computer [Appendix C], as this is a core unit across all qualification levels and most classes 

commence with this unit, consequently this will be the topic of instruction for my ID plan.  

This brings me then to the first step of analysis; identifying what instruction and resources 

already exists and identifying any problems with those resources. 

 

1. IDENTIFYING INSTRUCTION AND RESOURCES THAT ALREADY EXISTS 

 
 I have developed several resources for the unit that have been used in face-to-face 

classes, these have been in use for several years and continually updated and modified 

according to student feedback and requirements.  My delivery team has developed many 

generic resources for use in online courses delivered by our team.  These have also been in 

use and continually improved over the last two years, hence I am able to concentrate purely 

on the instructional aspects of the unit to be delivered as opposed to broader course 

considerations.  
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1.1 General Course Resources that already exists [developed by team]: 

 

• Team logos, layout format and colour schemes  

• Short Orientation Unit: Student orientation resources including how to use and 

navigate the TAFE Moodle LMS, online code of conduct policy, user computer 

requirements, health and safety in relation to workstation use, information on how 

to access results and how they are awarded, how to withdraw, special needs 

assistance, using the library, how assessments are conducted, and assessment 

procedures and assessment appeals processes 

• Information on what is expected from students in relation to participation, 

assignments and commitment, and information on what students can expect from 

teachers in regard to marking, support and feedback 

• Accessibility support and resources, screen reading software, tutorials for 

configuring accessibility settings 

• General contact information, how to contact instructors and support services 
 

 

1.2 Unit learning and assessment resources that already exists [developed by me] 

 

Figure 1: assessing existing resources 
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2. LEARNING AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

 
A learning aim is a broad general statement on what the learning seeks to achieve, it is 

the intended general outcome.  A learning objective focuses on student performance, making 

clear the intended outcome or product of instruction. Well written objectives use action verbs 

to specify the behaviour the learner is expected to perform.  Objectives should also state 

conditions under which learners are to perform the task and standards criteria for evaluating 

performance (Arreola, 1998).  Learning aims and objectives are of critical importance as they 

determine selection of content, the development of instructional strategies, the selection of 

instructional materials and construction and selection of assessment instruments for student 

evaluation.  Learning objectives provide clarity and direction for students “objectives 

communicate what the instructor is trying to teach; what the students are expected to be able 

to do; how their achievement will be measured; and what will be accepted as evidence that 

they have achieved the goals.” (p.4, ch.2, FSU, 2008).   

 

Blooms taxonomy (1956:73, cited in Clark, 2004) is a widely used categorisation 

scheme for specifying objectives, it distinguishes between three learning domains; cognitive, 

psychomotor and the affective domain.  The use of action verbs identifies specifically what 

should be learned and conveys clearly to the learner what should be accomplished, they serve 

to make objectives observable, measurable and obtainable (MEY, 2003).  ICAU1128A 

Operate a Personal Computer is an AQF level two unit which requires knowledge by recall in 

a narrow range of areas, performance of routine tasks and basic practical skills. I have used 

the unit’s performance criteria as a guide to developing learning objectives, but have made 

them more explicit and contextual. 

 

 

2.1 Learning Aim 

 

Upon completion of this unit the learner will be able to use and operate a 

personal computer running the Microsoft Windows XP operating system. The learner 

will be able to start and shut down a personal computer, log in to a user account, use 

and understand desktop icons and their links to programs, change the look and feel of 

the operating system as desired, navigate directory structures, save work, and print 

files.  Some of the more advanced outcomes include: retrieving files that have been 
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deleted from the recycle bin, searching for files on a computer, altering printer 

settings and understanding file and folder permissions. 

 

2.2 Learning Objectives 

 

• Topic 1:  Start the computer and access basic system information 

Objectives:  verify that the mouse, keyboard, monitor and printer cables are 

correctly connected before switching the power on at both the power point and 

the computer.  When the computer starts and the logon screen appears, insert 

the correct username and password to access the system and briefly describe 

the usage, privacy or security conditions that appear, or would be likely to 

appear if using a computer in a workplace situation.  Navigate through the 

operating system to identify what software applications are installed, name the 

operating system version, state the amount of RAM installed, the Hard Drive 

size and type of CPU. Describe two different ways that you can access on-line 

help when using a computer. 

 

• Topic 2:  Navigate and manipulate the desktop environment 

Objectives:  Use the correct terms to label various parts of the desktop. 

Change the screen resolution, the wallpaper and the screensaver and then 

return the desktop to its original condition. Use icons on the desktop to select 

and open programs and then create your own desktop shortcut. Minimise, 

maximise, restore and resize application windows.  

 
• Topic 3:  Organise basic directory/folder structure and files 

Objectives:  Create and name folders and subfolders in a specified location 

according to directions, rename and delete folders as required.  Move folders 

from one location to another as specified and access folders and subfolders 

using different pathways.  Explain what file attributes are and identify which 

attribute indicates that a file needs to be backed up. 

 

• Topic 4:  Organise files for user and/or organisation requirements 

Objectives:  Use windows explorer to search for specific files on the primary 

hard drive.  Identify and locate commonly used types of files in folders and 

move files from one folder to another as directed.  Delete files as specified 
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from the primary hard drive and then restore as directed. Select, open and 

rename groups of files as required and copy files to CD-RW disk and then 

erase and format the disk to remove all files. 

• Topic 5: Print information 

Objectives:  Explain in basic steps how to add a printer and how to ensure the 

page orientation, paper size and print quality settings are correct.  

Demonstrate how to change the default printer and explain how to view and 

delete print jobs.  Print one page of information from an installed printer and 

explain how you would print a selected page from a file that contains several 

pages. 

 

• Topic 6: Shut down the computer 

Objectives:  Save any work to be retained and ensure that all open programs 

are closed in the correct manner before following the correct procedure to 

shut down the computer completely. 

 

 

3.  LEARNING ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTEXT 

 

Training is nationally accredited, delivered by TAFE Tasmania in a Vocational 

Education and Training [VET] setting.  Learners will be studying online from home in 

isolation from other learners, therefore learning can occur at different times throughout the 

day as individual circumstance dictate.  In Circular Head we take class enrolments at the 

beginning of each year, but we also accept rolling intakes, whereby students can enrol and 

commence study at any time throughout the year.  Thus we have groups of students studying 

together collaboratively as a class along with students studying flexibly at their own pace.  

The unit will be entirely online, the Learning Management System [LMS] I will be using is 

Moodle 1.9, in view of the fact that this is the LMS used by my delivery team [flexIT].  I will 

be maintaining the same visual look and layout structure used by flexIT in an endeavour to 

maintain team consistency.  I have created a standalone development environment by running 

Moodle from a USB drive.  The development environment is an exact replica of the live 

environment running on our TAFE servers, so I am able to fully test Moodle tools and 

features, and experiment with delivery variations and strategies without compromising the 

live environment [see figure 2].   
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Figure 2: screen shot of LMS development environment 

 

 

4.  LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS 

 
Knowledge about learner characteristics aids the selection of appropriate and relevant 

learning materials and resources that relate to learner needs and preferences.  Knowing who 

the learners might be is of assistance in planning instructional strategies and support services.  

It also provides scope for anticipating changes and finetuning the course as learners work 

through it in an endeavour to cater to differing individual needs.  Knowledge of learner 

circumstances and expectations is instrumental in the development of instruction that is 

engaging, satisfying and successful (Rowntree, 2000).  I have taught Information Technology 

in Circular Head for the past nine years and as such feel that I am able to give a reasonably 

accurate profile of learner characteristics. 

 
 

4.1 Regional Characteristics 

 

North West Tasmania Regional Training Demand Profile (Skills Tasmania, 

2008) considers Circular Head to have disproportionally high numbers of people in 
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low income brackets.  It has the lowest proportion of people with post-secondary 

qualifications of the regions in the profile and it was one of two regions identified by 

ABS modelling as being disadvantaged in regard to socio-economic and educational 

characteristics.   

 

• Most learners struggle financially so are unable to afford extras like textbooks, 

all learning content needs to be provided. 

 

 

4.2 Demographic profile 

 

Learners are predominately aged between 30 and 45, predominately female 

and most were born and raised in the district.  In regard to occupational backgrounds 

the majority assist in running owner operated businesses, live on farms and manage 

family book-keeping or have been out of the workforce for many years while raising 

children with a view to obtaining paid employment.  Most have no formal 

qualifications and have not participated in education since high school.   

 

• Collaborative and social activities will create a supportive environment, tasks 

should highlight relevance of transfer to personal task contexts and not just be 

focussed on workplace based contexts. 

 

 

4.3 Learning Factors – Typical learner 

 

Many have poor computer skills, having only ever used email and basic 

internet searching.  Most display a surface level approach to learning with little self 

direction, though are motivated and persistent.  The motivating factor for learning are 

personal use, related to managing business or farm records, assisting their children 

and generally becoming more expert in their own computer mastery.  Many express 

enjoyment of the social aspects [many from outer farming regions are isolated].   

When completing written assessments the majority give short answers often repeating 

only what they have read without further expansion.  There appears to be confidence 

and self esteem issues as most become anxious at the mention of assessment and 

require a great deal of reassurance and support.  Learners overwhelmingly tend to 
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think of learning in terms of me ‘telling them what to do and how to do it” and most 

relate learning to memorising.   

 

• Topic activities should encourage reflective thinking, and include activities 

and tasks that are conducive to collaborative scaffolding to assist meaning 

making and provide opportunities for regular feedback from both peers and 

facilitator. 

 

 
5.  INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY 

 

Stahl (2005) suggests that active engagement is a prerequisite for learning, that 

individual learning is reliant on collaborative learning, that human interaction “provides the 

primary context, motivation and source of new knowledge” (p.2).  Lave and Wenger (1991, 

cited in Stahl, 2005) stress that participation in communities of practice is fundamental to 

learning.  To encourage higher order thinking and potential to reach zones of proximal 

development (Vygotsky, cited in Engeström, 1994) learning tasks should challenge current 

understanding, yet be achievable and within reach of understanding, given support from 

fellow learners or guidance and scaffolding from a facilitator.  Moodle has many features that 

facilitate communicative and collaborative learning, essential for developing community and 

trust in online learning environments, along with features that provide integrated support in 

the form of instant feedback.   

 

Oliver and Herrington (2003) propose a process that promotes knowledge 

construction in web-based settings; they recommend that assessment be integrated within 

learning activities that are task based or problem based, that activities involve interactive 

technologies, peer cooperation and collaboration where possible as a way of scaffolding 

support in an integrative way, and that resources should be varied to provide multiple 

perspectives and diversity of choice so that learners can choose what to use and how to use it.  

By providing learners with variety in resources, opportunity is provided to cater for differing 

student learning styles, and individuals are able to make selections that suit their cognitive 

preferences.   

 

Merrill’s Pebble-in-the-Pond ID model (2002) advocates the importance of the first 

principles of design; presenting the whole task [problem] first, activating relevant prior 
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knowledge, showing and demonstrating, application/doing with diminishing levels of 

scaffolded support and feedback, and integrating and transferring knowledge to new 

situations.  Applying Gagne’s events of instruction (Kruse, n.d.) to learning activities is a 

useful way to ensure learning activities are effective. 

 

 

5.1 Content sequence, delivery method and media selection  

 

The following page shows an instructional topology [figure 3], and assumes 

that students have completed the orientation unit as mentioned on page 2 [1.1 General 

Course Resources that already exists].  Although topics and tasks are presented in a 

sequenced format, learners will be able to choose their own sequence and decide 

which resources they use.  The collaborative activities included in the schedule 

support self paced learners as well as groups, as most are asynchronous in nature, 

synchronous chat activities can be archived for access and review at any time during 

study. Further chats and discussions will be held as needs arise. 

 

 

5.2 Learner assessment 

 

The instructional topology [figure 3] includes 15 formative assessment tasks, 

these are not weighted, therefore are optional.  Students will be strongly encouraged 

to complete these tasks for their own benefit in obtaining feedback on performance 

and to determine readiness to complete the summative assessment.  Summative 

assessment is recommended in the assessment guidance section of the unit, 

assessment is project based, designed to address critical aspects of evidence and 

employability skills and includes a marking schema mapping assessment tasks to 

performance criteria.  A feedback sheet is emailed or posted to students on completion 

of assessment containing written comments.  Recognition is available for those who 

can demonstrate prior learning. 

 



 

 

Figure 3: Instructional Topology 
 

 

Key: Gagne’s Instructional events 
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5.3 Delivery schedule 

 

There are no students studying Information Technology at the Smithton TAFE 

campus full time, as demand has been for part time study, therefore the delivery 

schedule reflects a part time study load.  The schedule is a guideline, students will 

have flexibility to study at their own pace, within reason. 
 

 

Figure 4: Delivery Schedule 

 

 

6. EVALUATION 

 

Oliver and Blanksby’s (2003) Learning Depth Indicator [LDI] grading tool is useful 

in determining potential to provide support for learning in terms of quality and meaningful 

knowledge construction.  They suggest that a “score of nine clearly indicates a learning 

setting which would promote more opportunities for deep learning than a setting with a lower 

score” (p. 110).   LDI results are provided in Appendix A. 

 

Boud and Prosser (2001, cited in Agostinho et al., 2002) argue that learning design 

should address the following principles; engage learners, acknowledge the learning context, 

challenge learners, and provide practice.  Agostinho, Oliver, Harper, Hedberg, and Willis 

(2002) developed an summative Evaluation and Redevelopment Framework [ERF], based on 

Boud and Prosser’s principles, they suggest this could also be used as a formative evaluation 

tool before implementing an ID plan as a checklist to ensure that the principles have been 

considered.  ERF evaluation results are provided in Appendix B.   

 

6.1 Formative evaluation 

 

• Evaluation has been an ongoing process through every stage of this ID plan. 
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• Peer review will be sought prior to implementation 

• Unit delivery will be trialled on one or two learners initially using the USB 

development environment 

• Unit delivery will be trialled on a small group live online 

• Student evaluation is sought early in the unit, in Topic 2, and a student survey 

is provided at the end of the unit 

• As with all units, evaluation is an ongoing cycle of continuous improvement 

 

 

6.2 Summative evaluation 

 

• Review of performance level in assessment outcomes, meeting instructional 

goals 

• End of unit student surveys 

• Review and reflection of feedback through chat and discussion archives 

• Informal observation of student progress, attitudes, satisfaction levels, levels 

of engagement, ability to meet learning objectives 

• Use of ERF instrument by both myself and peers after implementation and 

trial period. 
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6.3 Appendix A 
 

LDI Score: 10 

 
Figure 5: Learning Depth Indicator [LDI] Grading Tool (Oliver and Blanksby, 2003) 



  Appendix B 

 

 

Figure 6: Evaluation and Redevelopment Framework [ERF] Learning Design Evaluation Form (Agostinho, Oliver, Harper, Hedberg, &  Willis, 2002) 
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Appendix C 
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